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The Project 

   DePaul Housing is dealing with an epidemic of
 student electrical violations. Students are

 improperly using splitters and extension cords to
 plug in their electronics; creating many safety

 concerns.  
    In our research, we found insights into how to

 connect with students and influence their
 behavior to get them to think twice about
 plugging in their electronics hazardously.  



Electrical Violations 



Secondary Research 

Objective of Secondary Research: 
To discover what DePaul and other schools have done and what
 has worked(or not worked) to help solve the issue. 

Types of Secondary Research Completed: 
•  Secondary research included reading the DePaul Housing Facilities

 Inspection Report and the University of Colorado Housing Report.  
–  The DePaul Housing Facilities Inspection Report made little mention of

 power plug-in safety, just listing non-surge protected power strips under
 the prohibited items.  

–  The Colorado report offered more insight and showed that even when
 given proper power strips for free, students were still unlikely to use
 them.  



Primary Research 

Objective of Primary Research 
•  To understand the decision making process individuals go through

 when choosing/using power sources for their electronic devices in
 their personal lives.  

Primary Research Includes 
•  Attempts at changing behaviors through persuasive discussions. 
•  Experiential shopping trips to purchase splitters/extension cords. 
•  Qualitative interviews on electricity usage relating to plugging in

 electronics. 
•  Interviews using projective techniques. 
•  Observations of street crossing behavior with a focus on group

 “think.” 



Learning From Attempted Persuasion 

•  Atmosphere and location were a big factor in the success, or lack
 thereof, in the attempts at persuasion.  

•  Attempts were more successful when done in a relevant setting.  
–  I.E. Discussing the danger of frying computers while sitting by a

 computer. 
•  Talking about fire danger didn't work as respondents didn't believe it

 could happen to them.  
•  Timing was very important. 
•  Being straightforward and direct was more effective than rambling. 
•  It’s best to make the persuasive argument relevant to the person.  



Learning From Experiential Shopping: 
The Involved Shopper 



Learning From Experiential Shopping: 
The Involved Shopper 

•  People gravitate towards what they've used in the past, even if they
 know there might be better options available. 

•  The types of people who care about this topic want quality and
 functionality before price.  

•  The types of items they considered buying changed based on what
 they would plug into it. 
–  A different splitter for a lamp than for the computer. 

•  Having a  family member who had been an electrician presented a
 key influencer who told them never to buy anything without the
 Underwriter's Lab seal of approval on it. 
–  This affected the involved shopper’s decision 

•  Convenience was a big factor in choosing what to purchase for both
 involved and uninvolved shoppers.  



Learning From Experiential Shopping: 
The Uninvolved Shopper 



Learning From Experiential Shopping: 
The Uninvolved Shopper 

•  Someone who is not involved in the topic will prioritize price before
 the brand, especially if they have a large household and limited
 income.  

•  Price, time, and convenience were the three most important factors
 when purchasing non-surge protected power sources.  

•  People with a hectic schedule and a tight window to run their
 errands must make quick decisions, and tended to cut corners
 when comparing products.  

•  Uninvolved shoppers go to stores closest to them and look for price
 and size. Even though they’re not thinking too much about the
 issues, they will buy the surge protected devices over their non
-surge protected counterparts because they know it’s a good thing
 to do and is a very easy way to protect valuable electronics.  



Learning From Qualitative Interview 
•  Decision Making 

–  Uninvolved users with little knowledge are apathetic about the issue and
 let others in the home make the decisions. 

–  Low involvement users tend to do whatever has worked in the past.  
•  Non-surge protected power sources are not seen as a problem.

 They have worked well for years.  
•  Attitude 

–  Some uninvolved users have little concern about losing documents
/music if a computer fried since most of it is backed up these days on an
 external hard drive, Cloud or other devices.  

–  Those uninvolved users that were concerned with damaged electronics
 were more concerned about losing a Play Station, or the computer
 itself,  over losing computer documents.  

–  Attitude towards extension cords for both involved and uninvolved users
 was based on frequency and length of use.  



Learning From Qualitative Interview 

•  Safety 
–  There was a basic awareness among the uninvolved of how they should

 be plugging things in.  
•  Not total ignorance. 

–  They’re aware that extension cords are more dangerous than splitters,
 but because extension cords are used as a source of temporary power
 there was a minimal safety risk.  

–  To believe a message focused on safety, they need to have facts and
 figures presented by an expert or someone they trust.  

•  Needs evidence, not scare tactics thrown at them.  



Learning From Projective Techniques 

•  Again, extension cords were associated as being a temporary power source.  
•  Strong feeling that big appliances that use a lot of "juice" should be plugged directly

 into the wall.  
–  Don't like the idea of "bypassing" on these items with an extension cord. 

•  The location and accessibility of outlets, as well as the number of plugs, are very
 important. These showed up multiple times on the mind map.  

•  When ranking words, respondents put safety above number of outlets and
 functionality, but then later said that really in her mind safety and functionality are
 fairly tied.  

•  While the exercise showed safety as a priority, actions showed functionality was key.  
–  This ties into the inherent problem of honesty when self-reporting. 

•  Even with power strips, people were able to develop funny scenarios.  



Learning From Street Crossing
 Observation 



Learning From Street Crossing
 Observation 

•  The ”Chargers," those who are so focused on their destination that
 they will cross the street no matter what, have the most influence on
 other crossers. 
–  On a Mission: focused on getting from point A to point B. They know

 where they are going and are very focused in getting there.  
–  Will blaze through the crowd that blocks the way.  

•  People who hesitate are the most active at the crosswalk, pacing
 nervously or bouncing from one foot to the other. 

•  People who hesitate will start to cross if a Charger passes them by. 
•  People on their cell phones are clueless and tend to wander into the

 street and will suddenly jump and back up if a car passes too close. 



Additional Research 

•  PowerSquid and Powramid are alternative power devices that are approved
 by DePaul. Both can be purchased online from Amazon. 

      
     Powramid          PowerSquid 



Key Findings From Research 

•  Even if you spell it out for them and give them free tools, students
 will still stick with bad habits. 

•  Messages need to be both relevant to the target and timely. 
•  There's an assumption that a product of high quality is inherently

 safe.  
•  Communication efforts should promote the benefits of using surge

 protectors and how they add convenience to your life, with safety as
 a secondary message.  
–  A fear-driven safety message is not believable  

•  Whether a user is involved or not, they care about convenience and
 ease. 

•  People want to do what they’ve always done because they know it
 works for them.   



Problems and Opportunities for DePaul Housing in
 Reducing Electrical Violations 

Strengths 
Research indicates that there are 
potential avenues of 
communication that could convince 
students to alter their behavior in 
this situation.  

Weaknesses 
Students have a lot of electronics 
and dorm rooms do not have many 
plugs, so they have to plug a lot 
into a little. 

Opportunities 
Students value convenience, so if 
they can be led to believe that 
properly plugging in their 
electronics will make their lives 
easier, they may be more likely to 
care about the issue.  

Threats 
Students value convenience and 
price over safety. 



Crea%ve	  Brief	  

Why are we 
advertising? 

What is our goal/objective? 

Target Audience 
Who are these people?  

(demographics/
psychographics)   

What do they think? 
How do they view our brand/

product today?    

What would we like  
them think? 

How would we like them to 
view our brand/product? 

(based on what we know) 

Message 
Proposition 

What’s the most important/ 
(ONE) thing they should take 

away from this ad? 

To convince DePaul University students living in on 
campus student housing that proper use of surge 
protectors simplifies their life.  
Freshmen females(18-19 years old) that are new to 
living on their own, having a roommate, and living in 
cramped space. 

The only issue they see is the need of the outlet. They 
don't think that potential hazards or DePaul University's 
guidelines are important. 

Plugging electronics in safely makes sense.  

We want them to believe that it’s worth their time to 
use these devices properly because it makes their 
life easier.  

Dorms are small and crowded, few outlets, freshmen 
have a lot of electronics, and are struggling with a new 
lifestyle.  



“Simplify” Print Ad 
This ad would run in the DePaulia year-round. It would also be
 included in move-in packets given to freshmen students.  





“Complicated” Out of Home (OOH)
 Poster 

This poster would be put up in dorm hallways and in women’s
 restrooms.  





“One Less Thing” IMC- Direct
 Marketing 

Direct marketing postcard to put in student mailboxes.  

On the back would be a list of DePaul Housing-approved surge 
protected items, a list of the best places to get them, and tips on how 
to organize your cords.  





Non-traditional  

This would be a sticker for DePaul dorm room light switches. Along
 with being decorative, they remind students about their usually
 forgotten power strips whenever they turn on and off their lights.
 The sticker also empathizes how power strips can make their lives
 simpler.  





Conclusion 

•  Students just starting off at college are overwhelmed by all the new
 experiences, both good and bad, in their lives.  

•  They don’t have time or the energy to pay attention to messages
 from DePaul Housing about safety and electric usage.  

•  Female students want something in their lives to be simple and
 easy, and by using power strips properly, they can have that
 convenience in their room.  


